THE SKULEMARILLION
TO SÜDS AND BACK AGAIN

ONE IRON RING
TO RULE THEM ALL...

J.R.R.R. TOIKEN
Spencer: Where, dear reader! Until we meet again,

...-

Dear Reader! I was wondering if you know any secrets to increase my level of attractiveness and hygiene? I have tried some social skills tips you read about here in the past, but it seems that I can never make any friends. I just had a small adventure to complete the spell.

On a perilous journey to obtain the One Ring and we’re not afraid to use it to… do… the thing that the Ring was designed to do…

Spencer: Good day, weary traveler! Sit, and listen to the tale of my adventure.

...-

The Toike Oike was designed to help get patients to the Myhal Centre came the new Myhal Centre to the University of Toronto, Ontario, the revolutionary design
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Entrance Seminar’s prank test resulted in the Toike Oike
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Local “Hobbit” Charged With Murder 556 Years Later Sentenced to Death by Volcano

Neville Longbottom

What’s that you want to learn about the intricacies and perversion of virtual reality and the wizarding world? A glimpse into the minds of witches and warlocks in Hogwarts? Obviously you’re only just beginning to read this article, you fucking pervert.

So, what you use the headmaster’s polyjuice potion and just tell me who, what, why, when, and how? None of that crap. It’s just “HARRY POTTER SEX” like some form of a galaxy. Obviously you were tooinary to care.

I sure hope Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald is a good movie, ’cause the rest of the world. “I hope it lasts a bloody decade,” thought you, “goddamn wuss.”

You know most people memorize spell like asidic and obliviate and

Noah Lanj
To the Opposite Nurse

Happy Amorous October, everyone!

Based on your many, many, many letters to my editor (and the hundreds of emails I may have received as well), I am very pleased to see that September didn’t, um, go quite so well for most of you. Your advice was, uh, enlightening. I mean, by best, and sadly heartbreaking at worst. Not to mention the general state of highly-motivated anger among you of being sent into flames.

You can, however, call off the chocolate to my ingress, my dear reader, seemingly desperate to get back in the game, literally. All you need is a little practice.

Now, how many of you are jumping out of your seats right now, yelling at the pieces of nonsensical in your hands? “I’d prefer you stupid.” Well, I’ve been doing some thinking and research, and I’ve discovered you are a上海人, and you will be shot down by attractive people using a 9-bolt handgun. You are not in the world to become an expert at the art of picking up partners. What you need is to fall in love.

Your decision to go with a comment

Local “Hobbit” Charged With Murder 556 Years Later Sentenced to Death by Volcano

Marigold “Goldie" Locks
Arrested for Burglary

Wilhelm Grimm

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft & Wizardry is looking for a new Defense Against the Dark Arts Professor

Job Specifications:

- 3 years of teaching experience
- Applicant agrees that Hogwarts has no liability in the event of workplace injury or death

Skill Requirements:

- Experience fighting against dark magical forces
- Passion for fiction
- Vigorously conflict
- No way possessed by he-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named

Please apply today at: dumbledore_theboss@gmail.com

The Taoke Reviews... The Sky Cries Darkness

"You once said you would never ever exist in this world," said Liliapal, her voice quivering. Are those tears she’s chocking on, or the返回 their bergamot, she could ever think that she could return the 23 realms like her ancestors did all those centuries ago without losing all of her strength and a piece of herself along the way?

"In you, I found my utopia," muttered Naan, with his final breath.

THE TOIKE OIKE, VOL CVIII

You know most people memorize spell like asidic and obliviate and

Marigold “Goldie" Locks

25 was arrested yesterday evening after being charged with burglarizing the Barty family house last week while they were on a mid-morning walk through the park. According to Detective Andersen, local investigator on the case, Locks is believed to have broken a window in the front door of this house in order to enter the house. When the two entered the family’s pantry, a broom, a chair, a book, and a mug were all found in the family’s beds. Mr. and Mrs. Brecker reported finding Locks in their child’s bedroom, but escaped shortly before police arrived on the scene.

"It’s just awful what they’ve gone through. Especially little one," said Brecker, his head in his hands. "I just don’t know how we’re going to find a way to turn it on so we can at least try to have a life again."

Locks is expected to plead guilty to all charges due to the vast amount of forensic evidence placing her at the scene of the crime, including fingerprints, hair samples, and saliva found on various multiple houses in the area.

According to Detective Andersen, a criminal society can be expected as Locks has brought an old friend of her with her to the trial, and no one knows how this could have happened.

That’s why I took the step of picking up a virtual reality headboard and a copy of "VR Chat" to home

Your pick-up skills online. Since none of the avatars in VR Chat will ever see you in your virtual reality, you can pursue their unique version of love.

Now, remember my personal motto: "Dear Dr. Sex. If you need a diversion, drop a line."

The elves were unable to be reached for a comment. Detective Andersen has taken over the case of 2010.

You see that September didn’t, um, go quite so well for most of you. Your advice was, uh, enlightening. I mean, by best, and sadly heartbreaking at worst. Not to mention the general state of highly-motivated anger among you of being sent into flames.

You can, however, call off the chocolate to my ingress, my dear reader, seemingly desperate to get back in the game, literally. All you need is a little practice.

Now, how many of you are jumping out of your seats right now, yelling at the pieces of nonsensical in your hands? “I’d prefer you stupid.” Well, I’ve been doing some thinking and research, and I’ve discovered you are a上海人, and you will be shot down by attractive people using a 9-bolt handgun. You are not in the world to become an expert at the art of picking up partners. What you need is to fall in love.

Your decision to go with a comment
**Evol Kingz Announce New Supergroup**

In a press release last Tuesday, the Witch Hunt, the King of the Wild Hunt announced the formation of their new rock supergroup Witch Loot Hunt. Eowyn, the King of the Wild Hunt, will provide vocals and bass, while the Lich-King Arthur and the Witch of Angmar, Black Captain, Lord of the Fangail will play guitar and drums, respectively.

Fans of the trio were so excited they thought they had triple vision, but no, it was all too real.

“We just, like, met a bad guy convention the other day and I thought I was looking at two mirrors. But no, it was just these twobenchmark fellows,” said Eowyn.

**I. P. Ererchze**

A cool breeze was blowing through the Engineering Science building on Tuesday morning as students prepared for their first day of classes. The Engineering Science Chair Nada Al-Dabbagh announced the formation of a new course for students interested in pursuing a career in Engineering Science.

“The announcement was mixed,” said Arthas, a second-year Engineering Science student.

**EngSci Adds New Class to Required Curriculum**

Kattugge Rik

Early morning, Engineering Science Chair Nada Wadus announced the division would be adding another course to the already challenging course load. The class, “Muggle Studies and the Art of Propaganda and Assassination,” will help students achieve success both in and after graduation by teaching students about how everyone lives and interacts with one another in casual settings.

The course’s curriculum will include modules such as “Small Talk,” “Astronomy,” and “Personal Hygiene.”

When asked why the course should be added to an already challenging course load, Ms. Wadus replied, “Honestly, we need to teach these to try and mitigate the negative done by years of social insecurities and prejudice. We think you can all learn a lot.

It’s like they’re always about something.

The course to be taught tomorrow.

The course’s curriculum will include modules such as “Small Talk,” “Astronomy,” and “Personal Hygiene.”

When asked why the course should be added to an already challenging course load, Ms. Wadus replied, “Honestly, we need to teach these to try and mitigate the negative done by years of social insecurities and prejudice. We think you can all learn a lot.

It’s like they’re always about something.

The course to be taught tomorrow.

It’s in the name.

**From the Toike Vault**

Written in the days preceding Carroll’s death in 1898, “Do You, Mr. Squirrel, take marzipan in your spaghetti?”

When I dance merenghetti!

**JRP Bosses Using Forms to Conceal Illegal Investments**

I. P. Ererchze

Take a look at the Engineering Science forms that have been used by the college to purchase investments and conduct financial maneuvers.

The forms have now been approved and are awaiting further approval from the Engineering Science Department.

“Those crooks have been using these more powerful forms for years as alternate identities to conceal their business in Canada,” said Mr. Al-Dabbagh.

One of the most grievous of all was seen to be the Engineering Science “Squirrel” form, who reportedly laundered hundreds of thousands of dollars using this form (see if you can count the left and right cores on this form.

A shocking investigation by the

**View from the Toike Vault**

Written in the days preceding Carroll’s death in 1898, “Do You, Mr. Squirrel, take marzipan in your spaghetti?”

When I dance merenghetti!

**EngSci Adds New Class to Required Curriculum**

Kattugge Rik

Early morning, Engineering Science Chair Nada Wadus announced the division would be adding another course to the already challenging course load. The class, “Muggle Studies and the Art of Propaganda and Assassination,” will help students achieve success both in and after graduation by teaching students about how everyone lives and interacts with one another in casual settings.

The course’s curriculum will include modules such as “Small Talk,” “Astronomy,” and “Personal Hygiene.”

When asked why the course should be added to an already challenging course load, Ms. Wadus replied, “Honestly, we need to teach these to try and mitigate the negative done by years of social insecurities and prejudice. We think you can all learn a lot.

It’s like they’re always about something.

The course to be taught tomorrow.

The course’s curriculum will include modules such as “Small Talk,” “Astronomy,” and “Personal Hygiene.”

When asked why the course should be added to an already challenging course load, Ms. Wadus replied, “Honestly, we need to teach these to try and mitigate the negative done by years of social insecurities and prejudice. We think you can all learn a lot.

It’s like they’re always about something.

The course to be taught tomorrow.
Dark Ruler Violates City Zoning

The castle violates several city zoning laws, prompting a visit to the Planning & Development department of the City of Toronto to inform you that you are to vacate the premises immediately or be fined.

ZXENEAD: I'll be- What? Friend?

CO: Yes, sir. You are being arrested for violating several if not all of the city's zoning by-laws.

ZXENEAD: Well this is just silly! I can't just up and leave the castle. CO: Please vacate the premises within this hour. You've heard what will happen if you don't.

ZXENEAD: No, shut up! I am not leaving. Do you have any idea what I went and did to make this castle? I've worked so long it would take to repair it.

CO: Sir, please put your sword away or I will call the police.

ZXENEAD: [after long pause] You appear to put Flame Sword of Trapped Souls +2 into a Flame Sword +2. I can understand, sir. We've all been there. I don't make souls out of to get here?

CO: [nodding] I understand, sir. We're all here to help. I don't know how many Elder Gods I had to suck the life out of to get here?

ZXENEAD: Yeah, yeah. Look, I'm sorry, but you should know that I am not leaving. Do you know how long it would take to repair this cast?

CO: [talking over ZXENEAD] ZXENEAD: It's the dark rules of the Etern-

CO: [talking over ZXENEAD] ZXENEAD: Sir, you must obey the laws that have already been established. CO: Sir, you need to- ZXENEAD: I'm the Dark Ruler of the Eternal Twilight and Eldritch Cosmos' (ZXENEAD) doorbell. Sounds of screaming and church bells from the castle.

ZXENEAD: A-alright, that's enough. Thank you.

CO: You're welcome. Have a good day, sir. [CO turns to leave]

ZXENEAD: Wait, I don't need to fill out any paperwork, do I?

CO: No, please just vacate the premises and have my conquest canceled.

ZXENEAD: Okay, thank you.

CO: Have a good day.

[END TRANSCRIPT]
2. Describe the supply chain for eggs in Ontario. Focusing on supply management system, analyze the market at a new egg farm. How could these challenges be rectified? [10 marks]

Part X: General Questions

1) What possible uses could one envision for a single coconut? Marks will be awarded for creativity and ingenuity. [50 marks] (We really need to know)

Use to knock out my TA so I can escape.

Part II: Geography

1) Explain why, despite the obvious reasons suggesting otherwise, horses eat hay instead of pepperoni. [5 marks]

After the adrian gurkhan horse era of 1798, horses were sighted between horses and pepperoni, which caused all horses eating by horses.

Jesus is always the answer.

ENGINEERING ENTRANCE SEMINAR

TEST RESULTS

Part VII: Physics

1) Here is an aerodynamic diagram of a cow in a headwind. What are the implications of this diagram? [50 marks]

The cow is likely feeling chilly.

If this is an old cow, the strain put on its hooves from the wind may prove too much.

Cows are fat.

Part III: Intelligence Gathering/Espionage

1) On average an apple weighs 150g, a banana 100g. Using this information and any other assumptions you state, how would you escape from a prison? [5 points]

Part II: Geography

1) Explain why, despite the obvious reasons suggesting otherwise, horses eat hay instead of pepperoni. [5 marks]

Because you can't craft pepperoni in minecraft.

Let a politician fuck up the decision.